which was obtained by TAYLOR, and partial differentiation was denoted by the subscript. Thereafter, extending this process, $JoHNSON^{(3)}$ has introduced the following covariant derivative To obtain this result, she eliminated $9x^{\prime J_{1}}/9y^{k}$ making use of a very complicated calculation. Accordingly it seems almost impossible to extend her method further.
In the present paper it is proposed $cto$ introduce a general covariant differentiation process which involves (1) and (2) 
where
This can be proved by mathematical induction. That is, if (3) is correct for $r$ , (1) A. KAWAGUCHI, Some $intrinsIc_{-}$ derivations in a generalized space, Proc. of the Imp. Acad., Tokyo, Vol. 12 (1936) , p. (2) is obtained. August, 1940. 
